Appendix C - User’s guide for the
WebRAPS monitoring program
1 Objective of this user’s guide
This user’s guide provides guidance to configure and run the WebRAPS program for use at the PV
Training Facility on the Engineering & Energy rooftop at Murdoch University.

2 Overview of the program
WebRAPS is a monitoring program designed so that the user can easily configure and run without having
to change any low-level programming. Only low-level program is required to be changed for
compatibility with data acquisition equipment. Every second, the top-level engine calls this low-level
program every second, which has to be able to record parameters and pass them as an array of values.
The top-level engine “_TopLevel_WebRAPSEngine” vi can be found in the folder “Appendix C - Old
WebRAPS Program> WebRAPSEngineV6.0” (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Front panel of the WebRAPS Engine
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3 Requirements for use of the Web-Raps program
3.1 Requirements for the low-level program
The low-level program “GetRawInputs-E&ERooftop” vi is used to read values from the data acquisition
devices that are then passed on to the higher level engine. It is called every second by the
“GetRawInputs-Wrapper” vi according to the hierarchy in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Low-level program hierarchy

The calling vi “GetRawinputs-Wrapper” input the mode to the low-level program, and collect the data
from it in an array of values, as well as the system name and the errors generated during
communication with data acquisition devices. The Vi’s block diagram is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: "GetRawInputs-Wrapper" vi
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The mode is directed by the top-level engine. When the low-level program is called in “TestData”, it
has to initialize the array by sending an empty array. This is to define the number of raw inputs (here
30 elements), and make sure it is consistent with current configuration entered by user. If additional
inputs are required, the number of 0 elements should be increased on this vi. When the low-level
program is called in “Initialization”, the program does not do anything. This is the major change
compared to other versions of WebRAPS. The “Initialization” mode was used to open and configure
the port, so it only has to execute once the program starts running. In this version, opening,
configuring, and closing the port is done in “ReadData” mode, which makes the communication port
open and close every time a sample is taken. “Finish” mode is also not used for anything useful in
this program. In “ReadData” mode, the program calls two sub-vis “OpenAdamSeriesPort” and
“CallAdamSeriesModules”, which respectively open and configure the port, and read the data from
the Adam modules. Operation of “CallAdamSeriesModules” is shown in Figure 4 and Table 1:
Operation of "CallAdamSeriesModules” vibelow.

Figure 4: Block diagram of "CallAdamSeriesModules" vi
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There are spare elements in the array which are unused channels of the ADAM modules. If
additional parameters are to be added to the array, then they can replace the spare elements in the
array, or array size can be increased. For the latter option, additional raw inputs must be added in
the “E&ERoofTopConfiguration” configuration file located in:
>Appendix C - Old WebRAPS Program>LowLevel-E&ERoofTop
Table 1: Operation of "CallAdamSeriesModules” vi

Sequence number

Device communicated

Command sent

Parameter
received

Spare

0
1
2
3
4
5

mod temp1 Amorph
mod temp2 Amorph

Sequence 0

Adam 4015 - Ad01

#01/r

Parameter
position in
array

mod temp3 Mono
mod temp4 Mono
mod temp5 Thin Film

Sequence 1

Adam 4080 - Ad02 Ch0

#020/r

Anenometer West
(179500204403)

6

Sequence 2

Adam 4080 - Ad02 Ch1

#021/r

Anenometer East
(179500204404)

7

Hor pyranometer

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

In-plane pyranometer
Wind Vane

Sequence 3

Adam 4019+ - Ad03

#03/r

Spare
Spare
Spare
Spare
Spare
mod temp6 Thin Film
mod temp7 Thin Film

Sequence 4

Adam 4015 - Ad04

#04/r

mod temp8 Thin Film
mod temp9 Poly
mod temp10 Poly
Ambient temperature
Spare
Spare
Spare

Sequence 5

Adam 4019+ - Ad05

#05/r

Spare
Spare
Spare
Spare
Spare
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3.2 File path requirements
The program was originally develop to store values in the folder “C:\WebRAPS”. Because on the
computer used to experiment the program, it was not allowed to write on the hard-drive, then the
path folders were directed to a USB memory stick. This was done by changing “C:\WebRAPS” to
“e:\temp” in the front panel’s controls of the following sub-vis:


Copy of Update 1-sec datalog in file.vi



Generate 1-sec datafiles to upload.vi



Generate 10-min datafiles to upload.vi



GeneratePlots&Images from 6-hours data.vi



GeneratePlots&Images LogTime.vi



GeneratePlots&Images_LogTime.vi



Record 1-sec data in file.vi



Record 6-hours data to file.vi



Record_1secdata



Record_6hrsdata

“temp” was a folder created on the memory stick to accommodate the generated data and plots. If
the data path is changed to another location, then the paths in all the above sub-vis have to be
changed to the required location.
In order to operate with the current configured paths, the destination folder has to be organised as
shown in Figure 5.
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Data destination path

Figure 5: Required folders for data destination path

Once these requirements are met, the program is ready to operate. Click the “run” tab on the top
left corner of the tool bar. Configuration can only be made once the program is running.

4 Configuration of raw inputs
The configuration and scaling of each input is done by clicking on the “Raw Input Configuration”
control in the main front panel of the WebRAPS Engine, when this one is running (Figure 6).
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Figure 6: Raw inputs configuration display
The user can choose whether to have the parameter recorded in the logging file or not under
“status”. “Channel” is used to give a description of the channel where the signal is coming from.
“Parameter” is the description that will appear in the log file, and in the generated plots. Range and
units are just for additional description and are not used in any calculation within the program.
There are three different calculation methods to use for scaling of parameters.


Linear is using parameters A and B:

Scaled value = A * Raw Input + B


Scale is using parameter A, B, and C:

Scaled value = C * Raw Input with scaled value is limited between A and B
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5 Configuration of calculation parameters

Figure 7: Calculation configuration display
Calculation parameters can be created under “Calculation Configuration” on the top-level WebRAPS
Engine’s front panel (Figure 7). New calculation channel can be added by clicking “Add New
Channel”. The user can only select between the different calculation methods under “Method”.
The only requirement is that the parameter used in the calculations has to be in a lower position in
the parameters’ list. For example, a calculation made at parameter 30 for wind speed difference
using wind speeds at parameters’ locations 6 and 7 will have no problem associated. However, if we
are setting parameter 30 as carrying out a calculation using parameter 6 and 32, then it would not
work as it using parameter 32 located at a higher position.

6 Scanning, logging and server configuration
This can be done under “Scan Log Serve Configuration” on the top-level WebRAPS Engine’s front
panel.
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Figure 8: Scanning and logging configuration
On the scanning and logging tab (Figure 8), scan time and log time, can be changed with minimum
values being 1 second and 1 minute respectively. Also, the user can specify the path for the log file,
and enable or disable log upon program startup. It was disabled to enable configuration before
logging is started.

Figure 9: Plot image generation configuration
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On the plot image generation tab (Figure 9), the file path for the plots generated as jpg documents
can be changed. Also, parameters to plot can be selected,. New plots can be added, or existing ones
can be deleted.

Figure 10: Real time data server configuration
On the real time data server tab (Figure 10), the user can select the parameters required to be sent
through a data server. This was not configured as no server was added to the system.

Figure 11: Summary data configuration
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On the summary data tab (Figure 11), the user can select the parameters for the monthly reports to
be made. The current configuration is to have a report for every parameter. The file path can be
selected as well.

Figure 12: Archiving configuration
On the archiving tab, the user can select the file path for the archived data, such as the previous
months of excel data, data plots, etc (Figure 12).

7 Running and operation
Once the program is configured, logging can be started by clicking the “SCAN LOG SERVE” control on
the top-level WebRAPS Engine’s front panel. The display shown in Figure 13 will appear.
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Figure 13: Log and Serve display
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